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OVERVIEW
• Background – Streets Initiative Overview

• 2018 Revenues  

• 2018 Expenditures 

• Residential Street Maintenance 2018 Actuals / 2019 Projections  

• Capital Projects 

• Streets Initiative Feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the agenda, -   I will briefly explain and review the SI . Then get into 2018 revenues and expenditures We will cover our 2018 residential street maintenance and what we expect to get done in 2019Then go over capital projectsWe will finish up with the feedback we’ve received and some lessons learned.  
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BACKGROUND
• 2015 - Proposition 3 and TBD Proposition A

• Prop 3; fund street repair, maintenance and safety improvements for residential 
streets, arterials, and freight access, including resurfacing, pothole repair, pedestrian 
safety improvements, school crossing beacons and sidewalk improvements. 

• Prop A; fund maintenance, preservation and improvement for residential streets, 
arterials, freight access, bike and pedestrian mobility projects. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here I have provided some of the resolution language for both Proposition 3 and Proposition A which make up the Streets Initiative funding. Both Propositions raised taxes to help fund additional transportation maintenance and improvements. The propositions were passed by voters  in November of 2015.Funds began showing up in second quarter of 2016.All taxes will sunset in early 2026.
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BACKGROUND
1.5 %

Gross Earning Tax 
$90 M

Property Tax 
$45 M

Sales Tax 
$40 M

City Funding 
$30 M

Residential Street 
Maintenance 

$155 M 

Capital Projects  
$50 M 

10-Year Revenue  
$205 M

Grant/Partner Funding 
$120 M

Total 10-Year Investment
$325 M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Proposition 3 – increased the Gross Earning Tax in Power, Natural Gas and Phone Utilities by 1.5%, and increased the property tax by $.20/ $1000 AV. ($135M)- Proposition A – was the Transportation Benefit District and increased the Sales Tax by 1/10 of 1% ($40M)- Together Prop A and 3 are expected to generate $175M over ten years.  Additionally the City has committed to contribute $30M to the Streets Initiative bringing the revenue package to $205M With these revenues we are primarily focused on residential streets maintenance, residential maintenance is something that has for a long time been unerfunded and its something we cant get consistent grant funding for. We are also able to partner with utilities on these projects and leverage the investment they make in the ROW. We are also taking 50M to use for capital projects and to match with grants. - By spending our money this way we expect to leverage an additional 120M in partnership and grant funding bringing the 10-year investment to $ 325 M. SLIDE: To help better understand this we broke this down in pieces to help show how the funds are generated and allocated.  This first chart again outlines the new revenues totaling $205M.  I’ve included the $30 from the City because it is funding that has been committed to improve streets as part of the passage of the initiatives.  I did not include grants and utility partnerships because although I am confident those funds will be realized, they are not guaranteed.SLIDE:  This next shows how we anticipate using divvying up the $205M over the next 10 years with $50M going to Capital Projects and $155M to Residential Street Maintenance.SLIDE:  Again, all in with grants and utility partnerships we expect to generate about $325M in revenue for road improvements and maintenance over the next 10 years.  Does not cover the entirety of PW funding or even the entirety of our funding for street maintenance, we have funding from the General Fund, Gross Earning Tax, MVET, heavy haul and others. However this presentation will really just focus on work and projects that include SI funding. 
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2018 REVENUES
2018 Streets Initiative Revenue

Revenue Source 2018 Actuals Initiative to Date 10 Year Goal 

City Funding $ 3 M $ 9.2 M $ 30 M

TBD Sales Tax 
(0.1%)

$ 5.3 M $ 12.9 M $ 45 M

Gross Earnings 
Tax (+1.5%)

$ 8.7 M $ 23.9 M $ 90 M

Property Tax 
($0.2/$1,000 AV)

$ 4 M $ 11.6 M $ 40 M

Interest and Other $ .2 M $ .3 M -

Total $ 21.2 M $ 57.9 M $ 205 M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All revenues in 2018 came in at or above budgeted amounts. Overall we are almost 30% toward our revenue goal.We are sitting on $13. 5 M
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2018 EXPENDITURES 
2018 Streets Initiative Expenditures 

Funding Category 2018 Expenditures
Initiative to Date

Expenditures 

Residential Maintenance $ 18.8 M $ 39.3 M

Capital – Arterial/ Freight $ .7 M* $ 2.3 M

Capital - Active Transportation $ 1.5 M* $ 2.8 M

Total $ 21 M $ 44.4 M

* Capital expenditures do not capture future encumbrances for capital projects.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This past year we spent 18.8M on residential maintenance and initiative to date we have spend almost 40 M of SI revenues on residential maintenance. (what else have we spent on residential maint?) We spent 2.3 M on arterial projects and 2.8 on active transportation projects. Those expeditures, while minimal now, will accelerate as a number of projcts kick off. STOP Res Maint- 17.17MContracted – 17.9M39.3M- total on Res Maintenance over the 3 years. 5.2 spent on capital program support. 13.5M in cash. Capital Arterial Freight- have 8.3M in known e
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RESIDENTIAL MAINTENANCE
Treatment 
(In Blocks)

2018 Projected 2018 Actual Initiative to Date 10-Year Goal

Overlay 247 234 459 1,500

Surface Treatment 226 315
1,192 4,200

Preventative Maintenance 320 258

Gravel Streets 7 8 8 122
Total 800 815 1,659 5,822

Treatment 
(In Blocks)

2019 Target Service 
Level

2019 Anticipated 
Service Level

Notes

Overlay 170 195-275 1.9 Lane Miles of Arterial
Surface Treatment 245 250-300 6.8 Lane Miles of Arterial
Preventative Maintenance 180 200-250
Gravel Streets - 1

Total 595 646-826

* Number does not include  blocks of overlay  currently in construction through Streets Initiative Packages  #6, #10, #12, and #16. Those projects  started  construction 
in 2018 and will be completed in 2019.  Streets Initiative funds will also contribute to complete overlay 27 blocks through partnerships with utilities, which have not yet 
been counted. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TargetsLast year was a catch-up year for us and we exceeded our target by quite a bit.  Targets may end up being surpassed this year as well, but I want to be sure and point out that this won’t be the norm.RangesThere are a lot of variables (weather, unforeseen issues) that go into predicting when a project will be completed.  We are also working on extending our contract for slurry seal or creating a new one.Gravel StreetsWe obviously still have a lot of work to do with gravel streets.  The information we had about these at the start of the Streets Initiative was pretty sketchy; and while we’ve made improvements in that regard we’re still fine tuning that data.  A few of the issues with gravel streets:Cost/proximity to other projects (Birney/S 82nd St example)Use – lots of these are essentially serving as driveways at this point.  Doesn’t mean we won’t do anything, but we need to work on “what” and “when”Stormwater – evaluate for low impact development/treatment options
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• ArcGIS Online
• tacomastreetsinitiative.org
• maps.cityoftacoma.org/cip

RESIDENTIAL MAINTENANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ArcGIS Online - Green has been completed, blue is 2019 (some in progress) - this is my “workspace” though with the new licensing agreement with Esri I envision that many of our GIS apps will have a similar look/feel - mostly, I wanted to present this because it helps show the magnitude of work 	- Coordination with the utilities, private development, and even with other PW projects is an important part of our effort.  We don’t want to pave a street only to learn that someone needs to dig it up right after.  In addition to that, we also like to take advantage of opportunities to partner on projects to make us all more effective.  One such opportunity is on S 56th St (Yakima-Pacific) - an arterial overlay project that started with the replacement of some water services and will not only be an opportunity to grind & overlay this stretch of S 56th, but also gives us a chance to look at installing bike lanes to connect to existing lanes on Yakima. - Not broken out by district, but I would be happy to provide that info to any of you anytime. - Examples... all areas of the City are unique: NE Tacoma was identified prior to Streets Initiative as an area where we need to preserve existing conditions.  Primarily surface treatments and preventative maintenance.South Tacoma has streets like A St (84-96) which is a project that’s in designCoordinationTacoma Streets Initiative- Site to get informationCIP site- More comprehensive, feeds SI dashboard

https://arcg.is/0iqK9X
http://tacomastreetsinitiative.org/
https://maps.cityoftacoma.org/Html5Viewer/index.html?viewer=Capital_Projects.HTML_Viewer
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SI 2019 CAPITAL PROJECTS 
Project Schedule Streets Initiative 

Funding Grant/Partner Funds

Lincoln Dist. Streetscape/Festival St Q1 Completion $ 168 K $1,663,179

E. 56 St. Missing Link Sidewalk Q1 Completion $ 500 K -

Pipeline Trail Phase  II Q2 Completion $ 455 K $ 2 M

N. 21 St, Ped Improvements Q2 Completion $ 250 K -

SRTS: Lister Elementary School Q3 Completion $ 85 K $450 K

SRTS: First Creek Middle School Q3 Completion $ 65 K $318 K

Pipeline Trail Phase III Q2 Construction $ 430 K $ 1.9 M

Sidewalks: S. 19th St, Cedar-Bates Tech Q2 Construction $ 156 K $ 346 K

S. 19th St, Union to Mullen Q3 Construction $ 850 K $2.5 M 

Corridor Safety: South Tacoma Way Q3 Construction $ 146 K $ 923 K 

E 64th St; Pacific to McKinley Q4 Construction $ 3.2 M $ 6.5 M 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we are showing the capital projects that will either be completed this year or will be starting construction. In the provided handout you will see ALL the capital projects that have received grant funding as well as a few capital projects where we have spent SI money but not yet received grant funding. As you can see we are well on our way to meeting our leverage goal, thus far we have leveraged over $50M in grant funding. To call a few out:Soon we will be completing Phase 2 of the Pipeline Trail, we will then be going right in to construction on Phase 3. We hope to complete the trail this year. We will also start construction on E 64th St, that project will continue on into 2020, we are also looking to get more grant funding for additional stretched of street. Need to know what the STW project includes. 
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OTHER SI FUNDED IMPROVEMENTS

Transportation Features Installed 2018 Initiative to Date

Curb Ramps 726 1,320

Miles of Bike Infrastructure 2 4

School Crossing Safety Beacons - 39

Lineal Feet of Sidewalk 10,271 12,111

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a tally of some of the other transportation elements that have been built or rebuilt with Streets Initiative funding.  We’ve installed 1,320 curb ramps. – Mayor I apologize we provides you with a different number for your SOTC address, we were off by a few.- We built 2 miles of bike infrastructre (Stevens - Tyler Connector, E. 40th Street Projects) The completion on Pipeline Trail will add another 4 miles of bike infrastructure to the network. In 2018 we did not install any School Beacons but we did install 39 in 2017 And we plan on installing another 26 this biennium.- We also installed just over 10k LF of sidewalks, primarily through the Lincoln District Project and the Hilltop Ped Improvement project 
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SI FEEDBACK
Q: Do you believe the work performed 
improved the condition of the street?

After Action Postcard
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17%

43%
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67%
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40%

50%

60%

70%

Worse than before About the same Moderately better Much better

2017 2018

Overlay and Surface Treatment Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017 we developed a follow up survey to gather feedback from residents on the SI. After we are done with the project we send out the postcard show here to try and solicit feedback. This follow up postcard is the second mailing residents get, the first is before the project starts to let them know what to expect. One of the thing we ask residents is if they believe the work performed improved the condition of the street. As this graph shows in 2018 88% of respondents felt the streets were moderately to much better upon completion. That is an improvement from the feed back we received in 2017.On the next slide I will show you what changed. 
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SI FEEDBACK
Surface Treatment 

Surface Treatment Projects

Q: Do you believe the work performed 
improved the condition of the street?

27% 25%
20%

29%

7% 12%

21%

60%
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10%

20%
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40%

50%

60%

70%

Worse than before About the same Moderately Better Much Better

2017 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-  In 2017 we noticed that people were not really pleased with our Surface Treatment projects. As you can see 27% of respondents felt those projects made the street worse. Surface Treatments are not really intended to make a dramatic improvement to the street. We expect moderate improvements and preserve the condition of the street. When we looked into the reasons why people felt negatively about these projects we thought we were perhaps not adequately informing residents about what we were doing and why. People asked why we were working on street A instead of street B when street B was in worse shape. The reason being surface treatments are applied to streets in decent shape to keep them in decent shape, they are not performed on poor streets.  There were also complaints about rock loss, which we were aware of and planned on cleaning up. So in 2018 we changed our notification process and provided more information to residents on what we were doing and why. We also included a QR code on our signs for surface treatments that took users to a video on surface treatments. As you can see the feedback we received on these projects improved a great deal. As you can see in 2018 – 81% of respondents felt the streets were in moderately to much better condition. 
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SI FEEDBACK- Lessons Learned
Lessons Learned 
• Design:

• Speeding Complaints
• Tree Conflicts

• Project Effectiveness:
• PCI Study Summer 2019 

• Outreach:
• Project Celebration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continue to learn a great deal now that we are 3 years in to the Initiative. And we are working to adapt to those lessons. On the design side of things we have found that we can turn pothole complaints into speeding complaints once a project is completed. So we are working more with the traffic engineering folks during the design phase to see if we can anticipate those issues and address them before the reveal themselves. We also want to stay out of the logging business. Going forward we are also going to work more to identify and try to design around tree conflicts when feasible. We know we wont be able to avoid all those conflicts but we want try to identify them early either design around them or set expectations earlier on if a tree needs to be removed.Project effectiveness:This summer we hope to do another pavement study, this will help us evaluate the effectivness of the work we’ve been performing. - And finally outreach:	- So far we’ve done a lot of maintenance, work that people for the most part expect us to be doing. 	-  But going forward we will have some opportunities to really celebrate to completion of some of our capital projects that will be adding new amenities to the transportation network. And that is something we need to work hard to promote and celebrate. We know that there is a lot riding on this Initiative, and if we ever want to get another initiative for streets passed we need to promote our successes. I can tell you we in public works love hearing people appreciate the work we are doing. Driving around town I hope you see the magnatude of the work we are doing. Positive change in the community. 
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